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Overarousal - growl, bark, nip, struggle

Avoid - hide, won't approach, hesitant

Freeze - holds still, non-exploratory

Calm - relaxed, exploring, food-focused

Calm - playful, relaxed even without food

The goal for these socialization exposures is to create a positive experience
with each encounter. Plenty of praise, delicious treats, short exposure times to
start, and careful monitoring of your puppy's response can help you make these
encounters successful. 

The first few times your puppy comes across a new experience, they might be
uncertain or nervous. Avoid dragging or forcing your puppy to engage with a
new element - instead, use a calm manner, soft voice, and lots of treats to keep
the encounter pleasant. Allow your puppy to observe or explore at their own
pace. 

It is important not to overstimulate your puppy - choose a few elements from
each category to focus on over the course of several days, and gradually
introduce additional elements over time. These list items are simply starting
suggestions. Think about the environments, people, and situations that you and
your dog are likely to encounter based on your lifestyle, and add to or adjust the
elements on this list to reflect this. 

You can use the above scoring grid to record how different exposures went, to
help you track on a weekly basis which ones to keep working on together. 

PUPPY SOCIALIZATION
CHECKLIST

*Adapted from Dr. Sophia Yin's Puppy Socialization Checklist: 
 https://cattledogpublishing.com/product/puppy-socialization-checklist/



COMFORTABLE HANDLING

Checking the ears

Cradle the puppy securely on its back

Lift lips to check teeth

Hold the puppy in your lap

Open the eyelids

Give the puppy a belly rub

Gently squeeze the feet

Gently hug the puppy

Handle and trim toenails

Pull gently on the collar ('gotcha')

Put on a body harness

Tap skin with a capped pen

Wipe the puppy with a towel

Touch or softly tap the nose

Put on a head halter

Gently pinch the skin

Pick up each foot one at a time
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PUPPY SOCIALIZATION
Week Start:CHECKLIST



UNFAMILIAR PEOPLE

Women

People wearing hoodies

People of many ethnicities

People wearing backpacks

Tall men

People wearing sunglasses

Men with deep voices

People with mobility aids (cane/walker)

Men with beards

Teenagers

People running by

People wearing hats or helmets

Toddlers (walking, squealing)

People wearing boots

Infants (crawling, carried)

Elderly people

Children playing
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UNFAMILIAR DOGS

Dogs who play well

Concrete

Slippery floors (hardwood, lino, marble)

Puppies who play well

Metal surfaces (manhole covers, scales)

Wobbly surfaces (board on a book, logs)

Cats

Stairs (indoor and outdoor)

Ducks or geese

Mud

Horses and livestock

Wet grass
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OTHER ANIMAL SPECIES

NEW SURFACES

Docks or slatted wood

Dogs walking or running by

PUPPY SOCIALIZATION
Week Start:CHECKLIST

Sand (wet and dry)



UNFAMILIAR SOUNDS

Thunder

Knocking

Babies and children

Skateboards

Doorbell ringing

Rollerblades

Jackhammers or construction

Buses and large trucks

Traffic (downtown city)

Shopping carts
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Fireworks

Alarms (car, morning)

Dogs barking

Vacuum cleaner

Sirens 

OBJECTS WITH WHEELS

Wheelchairs and strollers

Bicycles (pedaled, motor)

*Can use video or audio recordings for exposure purposes

PUPPY SOCIALIZATION
Week Start:CHECKLIST



HUMAN OBJECTS

Pots and pans

Metal pens / fencing

Brooms

Bags blowing in the wind

Residential city streets

Shopping mall parking lot

Sidewalk signs / sandwich boards

High traffic city street
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PUPPY SOCIALIZATION
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Blankets or rugs being shaken

Balloons

Umbrellas

Garbage cans outside

Large plastic bags shaken open

NEW ENVIRONMENTS

Dog-friendly outdoor event

Inside stores or buildings

Elevators and escalators
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